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DIQEBT:
A prima facie case of carrier liability
is not eisftaished where the shipper
furnishes no substantive evidence to
support his allegation that he tendered
to the carrier property that. he later
claims was lost.
Paul Arpin Van Lines, Inc,, appealE a settlement
of our Claims Group disallowing its claim for reimbursement of $54, an amount which had been set off
from monies otherwise due Arpin after Arpin was found
timble for the loss of two china platters allegedly
contained in a chipmrnt of household goods belonging
to a member of the Army. Arpin transported the
shipment from Fort Sill, Oklahoma, to Fort Gordon,
Georgia, under Government bill of lading M-3624888.
Arpin contends that it should not be liable for those
items because of the absence of any proof that they
wnre tendered to Arpin for transportation. Arpin also
believes that the methoi by which the Arms computed
the setoff was in error.
We oustain the appeal,
The Army allowed the member's claim against Arpin
for the loss of the two china platters apparently
because Arpin was responsible for packing the member's
household goods and becauae the member acknowledged in
writing the criminal penalties for filing a false
claim. Since the detailed inventory of the member's
household goods, prepared by Arpin, did not specifically l.st the items claime6 to be lost, the Army
determined the amount of the setcff by assigning the
two platters to a shipping carton that held related
items ("Dirh Pack, China") an6 calculating Arpin's
liability based on the weight of that carton. Our
Claims Group agreed that Arpin was liable, and also
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determined that the Army's method of calculating the
setoff was proper.
Arpin argues that it should not be liable for the
items allegedly lost be ause of the absence of any
evidence that those items were tendered to Arpin for
transportation. We bgre e,
To establish a prima facie case of carrier liability, the ax ipper must sow5F (1) that he tendered
the property to the carrier in a certain condition;
(2) tnat the property was not delivered by the carrier
or was delivered in a more damaged condition; and (3)
the amount of loss or damage. See Missouri Pacific
Railroad Co. v. Elmore & Stahl, 377 U.S. 124 (1965),

Only then does the burden of proof shift to the carrier to show that it was not liable for the loss or
damage,
The inventory here did not indicate that the
items allegedly lont were tendered to Arpin, which is
why the Army heJ to assign the items arbittorilv to a
specific carton before calculating the setoff.
Clearly, proof of tender--the first element of a prima
facie case--would be established where the inventory
TisEs the items that the shipper later claims are
lost. Since the burden of establishing a prima facie
case against a carrier for lost property rests with
the shipper, it thus is advisable for the shipper to
ensure that the inventory is as detailed as is
practicable.
In addition, the record shows that Arpin
delivered all of the cartons listed on the inventory.
Nowhere does the record suggest that any of the
cartons had been opened before delivery to the member
at his new duty station.
Under these circumstances, we believe that
allowing the member to establish tender of his
household goods on the strength of his unsupported,
self-serving acknowledgment places an unreasonable
burden on the carrier with regard to its ability to
rebut the claim. Paul Arpin Van Lines, Inc.,
B-205084, June 2, 1981. Therefore, we conclude that
the record does not establish a prima facie case of
carier liability in this instance. The appeal Is
lnustained;
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Because we have sustained Arpin's appeal, we necd
not address the question of whether the Army's method
of calculating the setoff was proper, Wie are
instructing our Clai.ns Group to allow Arpin's cluim
for $54.
..
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